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Introduction
Centres and candidates are once again to be congratulated for their performance this
series as examiners reported that the majority of candidates understood the essential
requirements of the Unit 2 examination with the different focus of the two parts of the
question. Many scripts demonstrated an impressive knowledge base in the part B question
which compared favourably with previous examination series. At the highest levels of
attainment, these scripts were combined with well-developed analysis.
However, it is again disappointing to note that there remains a minority of candidates who
perform poorly, both in terms of their skills set and their knowledge base.
In part A, a minority of candidates continue to work through the sources, largely in
sequence, paraphrasing the content and with no attempt at cross referencing. Whilst it is
the case that many candidates understand the language of cross referencing, not all actually
engage fully in the processes, merely asserting that the sources either agree or disagree
without explaining how they have arrived at this conclusion. Such responses are unlikely
to move beyond level 2, even where they clearly understand the issues being raised by
the sources. There also appeared to be a number of candidates who were using their own
knowledge to develop points raised in the content of the sources in this question in this
exam series. There is no credit for this in part A and thus, such candidates waste time that
would be better spent developing those aspects of the answer that do gain credit – cross
referencing, a consideration of provenance linked to the arguments and judgements. There
seemed to be certain stock responses given to particular kinds of sources which could not
be justified on the basis of the information that the provenance provided. For example, in
those options where letters were used, there were a significant number of candidates who
assumed that such letters were private, even where it would appear much more likely that
they would be in the public domain.
In part B, there appeared to be fewer candidates this series who relied completely on the
material in the sources. More candidates demonstrated some range and depth of knowledge
that could be applied to the part B questions. The best answers used the sources to shape
the argument and raise issues which were supported and developed with the use of detailed
and specific own knowledge. It continues to be the case that despite comments in many
previous examiners’ reports regarding the focus of AO2b, candidates continue to comment
to a greater or lesser extent on provenance in their responses to part B. Such comments
are frequently very generic e.g. the historian can be trusted because they have the benefit
of hindsight (or they cannot be trusted because they were not an eye witness to the event).
In any event, such comments, even if well developed, generally do not contribute to AO2b,
which is what is being tested in part B. Some candidates spend an excessive amount of time
on this and they would do well to develop their arguments in relation to the question, rather
than write whole paragraphs on provenance which can earn no credit under AO2b.
Candidates should take care that they can spell technical words and significant names
correctly, especially when those words and names form part of the question or the sources.
Where candidates have a few minutes left at the end of the exam, they would be well
advised to check their work. Fewer candidates this series used the word ‘infer’ incorrectly,
although there did appear to be some increase in the use of ‘bias’ often incorrectly spelled.
The candidates' performance on individual questions is considered in the next section.
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Question 1 (a)
Question 1 was more popular than question 2.
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Examiner Comments

The best responses were able to engage in the debate and use the sources effectively
for drawing judgements based on the weight attached to the evidence. Many were able
to group the sources according to whether or not they suggested Douglas-Home was
responsible but only a relatively small number went beyond this to cross-reference in greater
detail. Moreover, while many noted the provenance it tended to be done simply and without
development so that this could not inform a weighing of the evidence. Quite a number took
the sources at face value especially Source 1.
Source 3 attracted provenance debate as it was written by a Tory, and the best were able to
develop the point about “stop-go”, which was just repeated by the weaker candidates. Many
candidates struggled with comprehension of the sources and did not realise that “Socialists”
referred to Labour and invented an imaginary “Socialist Party” who packed meetings with
hooligans. Some thought “stop-go” referred to indecision about calling the election. These
errors inevitably impacted on achievement for those candidates.

Examiner Tip

This is a level 4 response. The candidate begins the answer immediately focusing on the
conflict on the sources and on demonstrating the skills of cross referencing and drawing
inferences.   The answer draws judgements right from the start. The candidate demonstrates
level 4 qualities on the second page by considering contrasting political viewpoints in the
provenance of sources 2 and 3. This level of analysis is sustained throughout the answer.
There is excellent weighing of sources on the third page and the response reaches a clear
judgement.
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Question 1 (b) (i)
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Examiner Comments

There were many well focused and effectively developed answers to this question.    Candidates were able to use Source 4 to open the way to discuss the role of the “people’s war”, and
appeasement in the 1930s as factors that pre-determined the election result in 1945. Weaker
students ran wartime and pre-war experiences together, and missed that Churchill could not be
associated with appeasement. The best developed this well. Source 5 enabled candidates to
reference to the “Gestapo speech”, which most candidates understood, and some were able to
compare Attlee’s as well as Churchill’s roles in the war. Source 6 provided the opportunity for
many candidates to consider the role of the Beveridge Report and Labour’s wider plans such
as the NHS and the construction of housing. Weaker candidates were heavily reliant on the
sources for information, or tended to stray into post-election territory and provide detail on
Labour reforms that were not the focus of this question.

Examiner Tip

This is a level 4 response for both assessment objectives. The conflict between the sources
is made clear in the introduction and sets the direction of the debate in the answer. The
candidate uses source 4 well to examine the impact of appeasement on support for the
Conservatives and the shift of votes to the left. The contrasting view is developed from
sources 5 and 6 and the candidate argues the key points effectively.    There is excellent
range and depth in the knowledge developed throughout the response and it is successfully
integrated with the source material. The opinions in the sources are weighed up and the
conclusion is used to develop a final judgement.   This is a secure response demonstrating
level 4 skills of analysis and evaluation needed to reach a judgement.
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Question 1 (b) (ii)
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Examiner Comments

This produced a range of answers from the excellent to those that were heavily reliant on the
sources and struggled to focus on the topic.
Source 7 was missed in weaker answers by candidates who did not understand the “stalking
horse” procedure. Often they just paraphrased the source.   There was also a tendency from
some candidates to ignore the focus on the question and develop a response on ‘reasons
why Mrs Thatcher was unpopular’. These answers drifted back to the Falklands, miners’
strike and economic weaknesses in the early 1980s. Achievement in level 3 was limited for
this type of answer. The better answers used Source 8 to raise the Europe issue and the
importance of how Howe to Mrs Thatcher. Weaker ones referred to him as “a Tory MP” and
had little knowledge of the key issues.   For some candidates, chronology was an issue and
they claimed that the Westland crisis was at its height in 1990. Most candidates were able to
discuss the poll tax and develop knowledge about the introduction and the riots, but weaker
responses were unable to link this to the impact on by- elections and the extent to which Mrs
Thatcher was becoming an electoral liability

Examiner Tip

This is an excellent response that fully merits the top of level 4 for both assessment
objectives.    The candidate begins by identifying a range of reasons for Thatcher’s fall and
sets out the position of the sources. There is excellent probing of the sources using own
knowledge and a real engagement in the argument. The candidate sustains a focus on the
key word ‘main’ and this allows the development of a debate and the progression towards a
secure judgement. This is a very impressive answer undertaken by a candidate in only 55
minutes.
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Question 2 (a)
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Examiner Comments

There were some good answers to this question, and in some cases the sources were
handled more effectively than they have been in previous sessions. In the stronger
answers some very good inferences were drawn, the sources compared, provenance
noted and judgements attempted. Many candidates, however, struggled with concepts
such as “low culture” and “political” many took the statement from Bazalgette regarding
elections at face value. Watson’s statement was often simply not understood, especially
“broke all the rules”. There are still many candidates in this option who work through the
source sequentially without attempting to cross reference and this limits achievement at
best to level 2. Many candidates do not consider that sources’ attributes are not limited
to acknowledging who wrote them. Again this limits achievement to level 2.
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Examiner Tip

This is a level 4 response. The candidate begins by cross referencing sources 10 and 12 and
weighs up their relative merits in considering arguments in favour of the question. Sources
11 and 12 are cross referenced to consider the counter argument, inferences drawn and
some valid points made about the validity of the evidence. The cross referencing is sustained
throughout the answer and a conclusion is reached based on the reliability of the sources.
This answer meets the criteria to enter level 4.
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Question 2 (b) (i)
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Examiner Comments

This was by far the most popular question in 2b and was done well by many. The sources were
used effectively, even critically in cases, and a lot of candidates had some knowledge to add,
even if it often lacked range and depth. There was some confusion between television and film
but also some very good examples such as Rising Damp or Goodness Gracious Me. The better
candidates also noted the process of change across the period. However, it’s clear that many
never witnessed, or indeed had heard of, the Black and White Minstrel Show or what it did to
entertain. Some candidates focused their own knowledge on American television shows which
were not relevant to this question on British television.
Weaker responses tended to reel off a list of programmes which had black and ethnic
characters or were racist. The best picked up on phrases like “normal character” and “increase
in the number of black faces” and developed them. Only the best tried to link what was being
shown on TV and questioned whether this was true of the society as a whole

Examiner Tip

This response was awarded a secure level 3 for both assessment objectives. The introduction
is driven from knowledge and this is a feature of the response. The candidate uses own
knowledge to develop the argument and has a range of points that are briefly developed.
The understanding of racial minorities to include the traveller communities as well as the
Asian and Afro-Caribbean communities is a strength of the answer.   Sources are mostly
integrated with the knowledge and reasoning is developed from them. For example, there
are some well-developed points on Source 14 and the implication that can be drawn from
establishing a special televise programme for ethnic groups. A number of sensible points are
made in the conclusion. The candidate does not refer to the sources in the judgement and
this does keep achievement in level 3.
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Examiner Comments

Very few candidates answered this question. Whilst there were a few very good responses
from candidates who were clearly well informed about the affair and deployed their knowledge effectively, the question was often answered very badly. Many candidates struggled to
construct a debate from the sources – they did identify the “media’s role” through the extract
from The Observer but little beyond nor did that many note the role of politicians like Dalyell
or Cook. Many couldn’t comprehend the cartoon. Also, many had relatively little knowledge
to use beyond contextualising the Belgrano and the Falklands War. There were many vague
references to the Nationwide interview or the role of Ponting. The overarching thrust of the
question about secrecy, government and the media was not grasped by these candidates who
then entered a “blame game” comparing Ponting with the Observer and Mrs Thatcher. Some
candidates struggled with the meaning of the carton and thought it referred to the actual sinking of the ship.

Examiner Tip

This response enters level 4 for A01 and is a strong level 3 for A02b. The introduction is
focused on the question, but driven by knowledge rather than the sources. Sources 16 and
17 are used effectively to discuss Clive Ponting’s role in causing the controversy surrounding
the sinking of the Belgrano and to draw valid inferences from the material, although some
time is wasted in considering their reliability which is not rewarded in A02b. The comments
on the Daily Telegraph do add something to the analysis as a representation of the media
sensationalising the affair. The knowledge is focused on the question, although it is not
extensive and thus it does not progress far in level 4. There is a clear and focused conclusion
once again driven from knowledge.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
All Questions
•

Candidates should proof read their answers at the end of the examination, and correct
any instances where they have incorrectly labelled a source, used the wrong names or
the wrong dates.

•

Too many candidates are using certain phrases, such as ‘using the sources as a set’, as a
substitute for actually engaging in the task that they are claiming.

•

Engaging with the sources needs to go beyond accepting the content at face value and
to test it for validity considering provenance in part a and by testing the opinions in part
b with knowledge set in the context of the period.

Part A
•

Candidates should spend sufficient time reading the sources to ensure that they
understand the nuances of the arguments presented.

•

Candidates should treat the sources as a package in order to facilitate cross referencing.
Weaker candidates work though sources sequentially. Such responses cannot go beyond
level 2.

•

Provenance should be integrated within the argument and decisions need to be
made on the relative strengths and weaknesses of the sources. The attributes of the
sources should be discussed, not described. This aids the use of provenance as part
of the argument. Candidates should avoid making stereotypical comments about the
provenance that could apply to any source and avoid labelling a source as both reliable
and unreliable and thus negating any conclusions drawn. The key to a successful
response is the ability to weigh the sources to reach a final judgement.

•

The best responses cross reference not only the content of the sources, but also
their provenance. This enables candidates to weigh the sources and reach supported
judgements.

•

There are no marks available for knowledge in part a. Candidates should avoid arguing
from their knowledge since it cannot be credited and often impacts on the amount of
time they have available to complete part b.

Part B
•

Candidates need to ensure that their subject knowledge conforms to the specification.
Weaker responses usually relied very heavily on information derived primarily from the
sources.

•

In order to address the question effectively, candidates need to offer an analysis driven
by the arguments raised in the sources. Sources should be used to develop lines of
argument and reasoning rather than used for information to develop a descriptive
answer.

•

Whilst it may be relevant to use the provenance of the contemporary source(s) to judge
the weight that can be assigned to the argument, there is no such requirement for
the secondary sources and it is not rewarded in A02b. Many candidates still engage in
generalised comments that a particular historian is or is not reliable at the expense of
developing argument and analysis tested by specific own knowledge.

•

Candidates need to ensure that they are aware of the focus of the question and the
time period specified and that they maintain the focus throughout their answer, to avoid
straying into irrelevant areas that cannot be rewarded.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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